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Letter of
2,3
Expectation vs.
Letter of Discipline

These bargaining sessions are scheduled to be in-person, however, the parties are
very aware that public health orders could change these plans. Nine sessions are
scheduled.
Local Bargaining: Member surveys have now been issued to those who have
provided the union office with a personal email address (not VSB email).
If you have not provided the local union with a non-VSB email address and would like
to participate in the bargaining survey you can still do so by sending an email to:
tdevivo@iuoe963.ca
Local bargaining between the local union and VSB will occur after the conclusion of
Provincial Bargaining.
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Letters of Expectation/Letters of Discipline– There is a Difference

Volume 11, Number 48
Vol. 9, No. 41

Have you received a Letter of Expectation from your supervisor or school principal?
The local union has recently filed grievances regarding members’ receiving direct communication from

May 2014

January 2022

LOE/LOD (continued from page 1)

*Be positive in tone

either an Operations supervisor (in the case of Operations members) or a school principal (in the case of

*Ensure there is no type of warning

Cafeteria or Supervision Aides) in the form of a Letter of Expectation. The local union is challenging

*Contain no reference to past meetings

whether these letters are, in fact, Letters of Expectation or, as we believe, are actually Letters of Discipline.

*Reference no other documents on file

There is a difference.

These letters to members often use the word “expectation” in the opening or closing
paragraph but then refer to many of the prohibited matters referenced above.

What is a Letter of Expectation? A simple definition was in an arbitration decision in 2003 by
Arbitrator Joan Gordon [NCNU v HEABC]:

Here’s an example:

Letter of Expectation: Its purpose is to clarify expectations and counsel the employee, its tone is
“This letter is further to our discussion yesterday...in which I outline the expectation of your position
as an employee of the Vancouver School Board.”

supportive, it assumes improved performance in the future, it does not serve as a foundation for
future discipline.

This so-called Letter of Expectation then went on to list specific accusations, failed to be supportive and
threatened future discipline, all of which should not be in a LoE.

What is a Letter of Discipline? In the same decision Arbitrator Gordon also provided guidance on the

Another recent example:

definition of a Letter of Discipline:
Letter of Discipline: Its purpose is to correct aberrant behaviour, it imposes a penalty for specific

“This is further to our meeting of…where we discussed an incident that occurred on...between your

misconduct and warns of further discipline for continued misconduct, it forms part of the

self and….”

employ ee’s disciplinary record, a grievance would have to be filed in order to respond effectively to

This so-called Letter of Expectation then referenced a specific alleged incident, concluding with “If there is
any part of this letter, or these expectations that is not clear, please ask for further clarification.”

it.

BC government website (BC Public Service) defines a Letter of Expectations as follows:

Conclusion:

The purpose of a letter of expectation (LoE) is to provide guidance, communicate expectations

An employer has the legal right to issue Letters of Expectation, however, they must be consistent with
arbitral law. In these cases cited above, it is clear the letters do not meet that simple test. They must be
grieved.

and reduce future misunderstandings. The letter should be specific about accountabilities and
responsibilities. A LoE is not disciplinary. It should not refer to the specifics of the situation,
behaviour or activity. The letter should not be accusatory. Avoid using the word “you”; instead

Letters of Expectation are to be supportive and not to be used to document a specific incident. They are not
a step in the disciplinary process. A properly written LoE does not go into a personnel file and is not
grievable simply because it is supposed to be an informal, non-disciplinary communication.

use language such as “employees are expected to.”
The letter should,

If you receive a Letter of Expectation from your supervisor or school principal that does not meet the
definition provided in this article please contact the union office as soon as possible so that it can be
reviewed and grieved, if necessary.

*Be generic enough that anyone in the same role could receive it
*Be future looking
*Be proactive

[continued next page]
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